Privacy statement and Disclaimer
Coocarooc is entirely aware of its responsibility to issue information that is as reliable as possible.
However, it cannot accept any responsibility for errors that can occur in the information provided in any
way or form (e.g. verbally, in writing or electronically) by Coocarooc.

Privacy Statement
Coocarooc respects the privacy of all users of its website. Coocarooc ensures that the personal
information you provide us with, is treated confidentially.
The personal details that you fill in on the website will be used for the purpose for which you have give
the requested information (e.g. request for information and/or order and/or Coocarooc Family). These
details will not be sold to third parties and will only be available to third parties that are involved in the
execution of your order. Moreover, Coocarooc uses the data to improve its service. If you object to this
use, please notify Coocarooc. Your details will then immediately be removed from the system.
Coocarooc uses the collected data in order to provide the following services:









When you place an order, we use your name, e-mail address, delivery address and payment
data to execute your order and to keep you informed about the progress of your order.
With your permission, we store your personal details, the data in relation to your order and the
use of our services. This enables us to personalise the website in order to make your shopping
experience at Coocarooc as pleasant as possible.
We use your e-mail address to inform you about the development of the website and our
special offers and campaigns. If you do not wish you receive this information, you can
unsubscribe on our website.
Your data will be saved on a Secure Server, if you require, when you place an order with
Coocarooc. You can indicate a user name and password so that your name and address,
telephone number, e-mail address, delivery and payment data are stored. This saves you having
to fill these details in again at every new order (Coocarooc Family).
If you decide to write a comment on our website, you can choose to add your name or any
other personal data. We like to know our visitors’ comments but reserve the right not to
publish contributions that do not comply with our website terms and conditions.
We will ask you your name, address and e-mail address if you reply to a campaign or contest.
We use these data to carry out the campaign, to publish the winner(s) and to measure the
response to our marketing campaigns.
Data about the use of our website and the feedback that we receive from our visitors help us
to develop and improve our website.

Coocarooc’s priority is to safeguard your privacy. However, in some cases it is necessary or required to
issue your personal information to third parties. Coocarooc does this in the following situations:





In order to offer you an excellent service, your personal details will be available to the
Coocarooc branches in other countries. They will protect your personal details in accordance
with our privacy policy for customers.
With our service providers, suppliers and strategic partners. Sometimes, it can be essential for
Coocarooc to place certain personal details at the disposal of companies that are strategically
linked to Coocarooc or work for Coocarooc in order to offer you products and services. These
companies help Coocarooc with the information processing for example, the credit granting,
the processing of orders, the delivery of products, the administration and updating of customer
data, the service provision, the assessment of your interest in our products and services or the
execution of a customer- or satisfaction survey. These companies will protect your personal
details in accordance with our privacy policy for customers. By placing your personal details at
the disposal of these companies, the purchase and delivery of products is facilitated and we can
offer you a better service. Moreover, you can give us feedback about our products and services
in a better way and you have easier access to certain services and special offers and materials
on the Coocarooc website.
Sometimes we can be forced to release your personal details because the law obliges us or as a
result of a court case. We can also release your data if we are of the opinion that this is
necessary in accordance with the public interest, such as national security or peacekeeping.
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The Coocarooc employees and third parties subcontracted by Coocarooc, are obliged to respect the
confidentiality of your data.
Your visit to this website is kept up by means of cookies. The information that we collect via these
cookies, is used by Coocarooc to make the website more user friendly. The data will not be reducible to
individual computers, provided to other parties. If you do not wish to use cookies, then you’ll have to
switch off this option in your internet browser.
Please contact us if you have further questions with regard to the Coocarooc Privacy Statement. We will
be happy to assist you if you require information in relation to your details or if you want to change
these. This page will always contain the most up to date information, should there be a necessary
change in our Privacy Statement.

Intellectual property rights and Disclaimer
The trademarks, brand names, images, logos and pictures that make Coocarooc products and services
identifiable, as well as the design, text and graphic possibilities of the website, are property of
Coocarooc. Coocarooc reserves all rights (amongst others copy rights, brand rights and patents) in
relation to the information that is presented on this website (e.g. texts, graphic material and logos).
Besides the downloading and printing the presented information for own personal use, the content on
this website may not be copied, printed, distributed or published in any other way without explicit
written permission from Coocarooc.
This website and the information, names, images, pictures, logos and icons relating or referring to
Coocarooc or its products and services are published “as is” without any explanation or confirmation
and without any guarantee, explicit or implicit, including but not limited to, the implicit guarantee of
marketability, suitability for a certain purpose or not causing infringement.
The information presented on this website has not been written in order to comply with your personal
needs and you need to verify whether this information is suitable for your intended purpose before
using this information.
Neither Coocarooc, nor its subcontracted parties or employees are responsible for any damage,
including direct damage, specific damage allocated by the judge, indirect damage or consequential
damage, that results from or is in relation to the access to or the use of this website or the use and
distribution of information that is available on this website.
This website can contain errors or typing mistakes. Coocarooc will correct mistakes after discovery of the
same, at Coocarooc’s discretion. The information on this website is regularly updated. Coocarooc
reserves the right to change the information, terms and conditions, names, images, pictures, logos and
icons of products and services to which this website refers, at any time and without prior notice.
As Internet is maintained independently on thousands of websites world wide, it is possible that the
information, names, images, pictures, logos and icons to which this website gives access, originate from
beyond the limits of this website. Coocarooc therefore excludes all obligations or liabilities in relation to
data that are obtained or acquired or are accessible within, via or outside this website.
Although Coocarooc aspires to keep this website free of viruses, it cannot issue a guarantee and any
liability for viruses is therefore excluded. You are advised to take all regular and normal safety
measures on the Internet before retrieving information from this website.
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